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Reviews 993 Trebizond (no. 43, p. 33) . On features of a book that by is v Grosseteste's grammar on the g seem extravagant -but then th is of some interest for students of medieval culture.
One item certainly does not deserve its entry. No. 42 is an Epistola ad Alexandru contained in a fifteenth-century Humanist manuscript (Vat. lat. 2876). The letter very short and is transcribed in full. It is a translation of the letter whose Greek te Aulus Gellius quoted in his Noctes Atticae 20.5.12. Schmitt and Knox note that "It follows a letter said to be by Philip to Aristotle and is followed by one said to be fro Alexander to Aristotle." The incipit of Alexander's letter is given; once again t Greek text can be found in Gellius (20.5.11). I would venture the guess that the lette from Philip to Aristotle is the one we find in Gellius 9.3.6. It is a little strange that t compilers have overlooked the existence of the Greek originals, for Aristotle's letter printed both in Valentin Rose's Aristotelis fragmenta (1886, frgm. 662, p. 416) and i Marian Plezia's Aristotelis privatorum scriptorum fragmenta (1977, ep. 1, p. 28) .
Most of the entries concern works on alchemy, chiromancy, and other subjects wit which I am not familiar. There must be occasional errors, but the standard of reliabi ity appears to be very high. Access to this work is from now on a must wherever research on learned manuscripts from the Latin Middle Ages is done, for it is a min of information. It is however to be regretted that the book does not quite exhaust i subject. In cases in which a list of manuscripts has already been published elsewhe the compilers offer only supplementary information. The preface announces a plan publish at some future date a list of corrections and revisions. One can only hope th the decease of Charles Schmitt does not mean that the plan is shelved. If we may wi for even more, I would wish for a new edition of Pseudo-Aristotles Latinus with comple information even about works that have been extensively treated elsewhere. The utility of this checklist for students of the history of medieval and Renaissance art and history is obvious. As the authors state in the introductory essay, making these panels available will "serve to advance scholarship on their origins, their patrons, their makers, and the programs of which they formed an integral part." (p. 14). But as a byproduct of this census we are also learning a great deal about the commerce in artifacts during the first half of the twentieth century. Patterns are emerging, and will doubtless be fleshed out with the documentation of provenance in subsequent installments of the checklist, concerning the tastes and motivations of the individual collectors and the means by which dealers met their demands through the burgeoning market in medieval antiquities. TITLES can be deceptive or imprecise. Some promise more than they are able to offe
Others are misleading or off the mark. Music in Late Medieval Bruges is far more than modest title implies: it provides an examination of the musical culture in this impo tant artistic and commercial city of Flanders as seen through the activities center
